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NACIS 2015 Annual Meeting Call for Participation
You are invited to submit proposals for traditional presentations or you can organize custom sessions, panels, discussions, and workshops. We encourage presentations related to our theme of Mapping Interactions, but all cartographic topics are welcome!

Submission Guidelines (submissions for all tracks are due May 31). Visit us at nacis.org/abstracts to tell us how you'd like to participate.

Main Conference
The main conference includes traditional presentations, custom sessions, panels, or discussions. Questions to Amy Griffin: veep@nacis.org

Practical Cartography Day
Join professional cartographers and scholars for this all-day event. Presentations, demonstrations, and more!
Rosemary Wardley & Carolyn Fish: pcd@nacis.org

Geographic Data Collections Day
This all-day session will focus on cartographic and geographic data collections management. New ideas welcome!
Abraham Kaleo Parrish & Tsering W. Shawa: gdcd@nacis.org

More ways to participate (these submissions are due September 11).
Map Gallery:
Display your latest creation for all to ponder throughout the meeting.

Student Map & Poster Competition and Student Dynamic Map Competition:
Cash prizes of $500 awarded to the best maps in print and digital categories.
Visit nacis.org/2015 for details.
Questions to Martha Bostwick: posters@nacis.org

Conference Keynote Speaker
Brenda Laurel, University of California at Santa Cruz
Storytelling and Maps

For meeting details, links to contest rules, travel grant applications, and more: nacis.org/2015
NACIS 2015 Annual Meeting

Save the dates! October 14th–17th

Our reservation block has sold out the last five years, so make your reservations early to support the meeting and to get a special Society discount rate.

The Depot Renaissance Hotel, Minneapolis, MN

Reserve online: bit.ly/169Re9x

Or, call (612) 375-1700 or (866) 211-4611 and ask for the North American Cartographic Block to get the group rate of $169.00 for a Standard King room or a two Queen Room.

Conference theme

MAPPING INTERACTIONS

As cartographers, we make maps of interactions among people and places, we build interactive maps, and we interact with other cartographers, clients, and designers.

NACIS 2015 will be a celebration of all of these.